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Abstract: It has been reported that long-term exercise on a treadmill (running machine) may
cause injury to the joints in a human’s lower extremities. Previous works related to analysis of
human walking motion are, however, mostly based on clinical statistics and experimental
methodology. This paper proposes an analytical methodology. Specifically, this work deals with a
comparison of normal walking on the ground and walking on a treadmill in regard to the external
and internal impulses exerted on the joints of a human’s lower extremities. First, a modeling
procedure of impulses, impulse geometry, and impulse measure for the human lower extremity
model will be briefly introduced and a new impulse measure for analysis of internal impulse is
developed. Based on these analytical tools, we analyze the external and internal impulses through
a planar 7-linked human lower extremity model. It is shown through simulation that the human
walking on a treadmill exhibits greater internal impulses on the knee and ankle joints of the
supporting leg when compared to that on the ground. In order to corroborate the effectiveness of
the proposed methodology, a force platform was developed to measure the external impulses
exerted on the ground for the cases of the normal walking and walking on the treadmill. It is
shown that the experimental results correspond well to the simulation results.
Keywords: Human body, impulse, treadmill, walking.

1. INTRODUCTION
Impact is inevitable when an object contacts with
the environment. Impact due to a collision between
the environment and a system occurs at the contact
point during the transition from free motion to
constrained motion. It can be observed that human
motion has continual impact with environment. This
phenomenon occurs whenever the human body has a
topological change in its kinematic structure during
motion. It can be noticed in walking, running, and
grasping or re-grasping an object.
Normal walking and running can be considered
routine, daily human-body motions. A treadmill
(running machine) is a popular tool for indoor
exercise. However, it has been reported that long-term
exercise on treadmill may cause injury to the joints in
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the lower-extremities [1,14,18]. While there has been
some experimental work done [2,3], to date, there has
been no analytic approach to verify the phenomenon.
Impulse is defined as the quantitative measure of
impact. External impulse is the impulse that is felt at
the contact point and internal impulse is the impulse
that is felt at the joints. The amount of external and
internal impulse depends largely on the posture of the
human body. Modeling and control of impact is
considered an important issue in the field of robotics
[4,5]. Methods to evaluate impulses have been
proposed by several researchers. For a system with
kinematic redundancy, it is feasible that changing the
manipulator configuration can reduce the undesirable
effects of the impact [19-21]. Walker [6] introduced
the external impulse model and the external impulse
measure for both serial- and multiple-type robotic
manipulators, and proposed a method to reduce the
effect of impact by utilizing the self-motion of a
kinematically redundant manipulator. Liao and Leu
[7] presented the Lagrangian external impact model to
derive an impact equation for an industrial
manipulator.
When a human-being or robotic mechanism
collides with the environment, the joints of the system
also experience impulsive forces or moments. Zheng
and Hemami [8] derived the internal impulse model
for the joints by using Newton-Euler equations.
Wittenburg [9] provides a general methodology for
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modeling external and internal impulses. However, his
approach is not directly applicable to modeling the
impulse of robot manipulator systems since it is
derived as an implicit form. Lee, Yi, Kim, and Kwak
[10] provided a closed-form internal impulse model
for general robot systems that included serial and
closed chains. However, previous works were
confined to modeling robotic systems but not the
human body.
In this work, we briefly review the modeling
method of external and internal impulses provided by
Lee et al. [10], and modify it so that it can be applied
to impulse modeling of the human body. Using a new
impulse measure, we analyze the external and internal
impulses through a planar 7-linked human-body
model for normal walking and walking on a treadmill.
Also, we developed a force platform to measure the
vertical and horizontal impulses exerted on the ground
and we measured the external impulses for the cases
of normal walking and walking on a treadmill at
several walking velocities.

2. MODELING OF EXTERNAL IMPULSE
We assume that the lower extremities of the humanbody interact with a dynamic environment. The
dynamic environment could be static ground or a
moving object such as a ball or treadmill.
Most generally, the impact is partially elastic in the
range of 0 < e < 1. When the coefficient of
restitution e is known, the relative velocity of
colliding bodies can be obtained immediately after the
impact. The component of the increment of relative
velocity along a vector n that is normal to the contact
surface is given by [9]

( ∆υ1 − ∆υ2 )T n = −(1 + e)(υ1 − υ2 )T n,

(1)

where υ1 and υ2 are the absolute velocities of the
colliding bodies immediately before impact, and ∆υ1
and ∆υ2 are the velocity increments immediately
after impact.
The external impact modeling methodology for a
serial-type system was introduced by Walker [6].
When a serial-type linkage system interacts with the
environment, the dynamic model of such systems is
given as [11],
*
T = [ I *φφ ]φ + φT [ Pφφφ
]φ − [GφυI ]T Fext ,

(2)

where Fext is the impulsive external force at the
contact point. [GφυI ] denotes the Jacobian (i.e., the
first-order Kinematic Influence Coefficient; KIC,
relating the contact point's velocity υI to the
independent joint velocities. [ I *φφ ]

*
and [ Pφφφ
]

denote the inertial matrix and power inertia array,
respectively [11]).
Integration of the dynamic model given in (2) over
the interval of contact gives
t0 +∆t

∫ t0

T dt = ∫

t0 +∆t
t0

−∫

*
[ I φφ
]φ dt + ∫

t0 +∆t
t0

t0 +∆t T
t0

*
φ [ Pφφφ
]φ dt

[GφυI ]T Fext dt.

(3)

Since the positions and velocities are assumed finite
at all times during impact, the integral term involving
*
φT [ Pφφφ
]φ becomes zero as ∆t goes to zero, as
does the term involving actuation input T. Thus, we
obtain the following simple expression
∗
[ Ι φφ
] ( φ (t0 + ∆t ) − φ (t0 ) ) = [GφυI ]T Fext ,

where Fext = ∫

t0 +∆t
t0

(4)

Fext dt is defined as the external

impulse at the contact point. Thus, the velocity
increment of the joint variables is
* − 1 υI T
∆φ = [ I φφ
] [Gφ ] Fext .

(5)

The velocity increment of the two contacting bodies
is obtained by the following kinematic relationship.
* −1 υI T
∆υI = [GφυI ] ∆φ = [GφυI ][ I φφ
] [Gφ ] Fext ,
*
−1 υ B T
∆υB = [GφυB ] ∆φ = [GφυB ][ I φφ
B ] [Gφ ] ( − Fext

(6)
), (7)

where ∆υI and ∆υB denote the velocity change at
the end of the lower extremity and that of contacting
*
] respecenvironment, respectively. [GφυB ] and [ I φφB
tively denote the Jacobian and the inertia matrix of the
dynamic environment.
The substitution of (6) and (7) into (1) gives
* −1 υI T
*
−1 υB T
{([GφυI ][ I φφ
] [Gφ ] + [GφυB ][ I φφ
B ] [Gφ ] )

⋅Fext }T n = −(1 + e)(υI − υB )T n.

(8)

When the friction on the contacting surface is
negligible, impulse always acts along the normal
vector n. Thus, we have
n
n
Fext
= Fext
n.

(9)

Substituting (9) into (8), we derive the magnitude
of the impulse as follows:
n
Fext
=

−(1 + e)(υI − υB )T n

* −1 υI T
*
−1 υB T
] [Gφ ] + [GφυB ][ I φφ
nT {[GφυI ][ I φφ
B ] [Gφ ] }n

(10)
When an impulsive external force is exerted on the

.
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surface of the ground, the force can be resolved into a
surface normal and a surface tangential component. If
the friction is negligible on the surface of the ground,
the external force denotes (10). However, when the
friction is considerable, there is an additional external
s
n
impulse ( Fext
= µ f Fext
) along the surface tangential
direction.
n
s
As shown in Fig. 1, let Fext
and Fext
be the
surface normal and surface tangential forces applied
n
to the ground. Fext
is the amount that is always
transmitted to the normal direction, but the maximum
friction force F f along the tangential direction is
n
s
. Thus, when Fext
exceed
associated with µ f Fext

n
, a slipping phenomenon
the magnitude of µ f Fext

starts.
Finally, the total external impulse exerted on the
ground during the impact period will be a vector sum
n
of Fext
(= ∫

t0 + ∆t
t0

n
Fext
dt ) and F f (= ∫

t0 + ∆t
t0

F f dt ).

Usually, the rotating surface of the treadmill is
made of rubber. Thus, it tends to hold the contacting
object firmly. Under this circumstance, slip does not
occur. Then, the impulse along the horizontal
direction denoted by
s
s
Fext
= Fext
s,

(11)

is obtained by
s
Fext
=

(12)
T

−(1 + e)(υI − υB ) s

s

T

{[GφυI

* −1 υI T
][ I φφ
] [Gφ ]

*
−1 υB T
+ [GφυB ][ I φφ
B ] [Gφ ] }s

.

In total, the magnitude of the external impulse
becomes
n 2
s 2
Fext = ( Fext
) + ( Fext
) .

(13)

*
the inertia [ I φφ
B ] of the fixed ground is considered

too large.

3. MODELING OF INTERNAL IMPULSE
When a human foot contacts the surface of the
ground, all of the joints of the lower extremities
experience impact. The amount of impact experienced
at the joints is called internal impulses. A joint
provides constraint to two adjacent bones. The motion
degree-of-freedom of the joint determines the degree
of the constraints. In the human body, a rolling motion
occurs between the two intersecting bones.
Consequently, the human joint can be modeled as a
revolute or multi-revolute joint without moment
constraints. Thus only three constraint forces are
exerted on the joints. The internal impulses are
exerted along these constrained directions at each
joint when the system collides with the environment.
The method to evaluate the internal impulses is briefly
introduced here.
Assume that the external impulse and the velocity
increments at the contact point and the joints are
known. Consider the body of a serial-chain system
shown in Fig. 2. Pi is the absolute position vector of
the point of the ith body in contact with the (i-1)th
body, and i ri is the position vector directing from the
mass center Ci to the contact point Pi . The
superscript in front of the variable refers to the
coordinate frame in which the variable is expressed.
The contact point is assumed to be at the center of
the joint. i Fi is the impulsive force at the ith contact
point. The impulsive forces between the interacting
bones are equal in magnitude, but opposite in
direction. By integrating the well-known NewtonEuler equations with respect to time, the relationships
between the velocity increments and the internal
impulses ( i Fi and i τ i ) in the ith coordinate frame is
obtained as

Assuming that the foot impacts on a fixed solid
surface, υB = 0 and the second term in the
denominators of (10) and (12) will be removed, since

Fext

Y i +1

X i+1
Bone i

i +1

Z i +1

Fextn

P i+1
i

Bone i

Xi

Fexts

Fig. 1. Decomposition of external force.

Bone

Ci

Yi
Zi

Bone i

r i+1

Pi
− iF i

Fig. 2. Bones and joints.

i

ri

F i +1
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mi ∆ i υCi = − i Fi + [ i +1i R] i +1Fi +1 ,

(14)

[ Ci I ] ∆ i ωi = − i τ i + [ i +1i R] i +1τ i +1 − i ri × i Fi

where mi and [ Ci I ] are the mass and the moment
of inertia of the ith bone, respectively. The velocity of
the mass center and angular velocity is noted as i υCi
i

and ωi , respectively. The superscript in front of the
variable refers to the coordinate frame in which the
variable is represented. [ i +1i R] is the rotation matrix
that transforms the (i+1)th coordinate system to ith
coordinate system. When i is equal to N, it denotes the
end of the body. Thus, the impulses N +1FN +1 are a
zero vector.
If the kth body experiences external impulses, Fext
and τ ext , then the above equations are modified to
k +1

Fk +1

(16)

+ [ 0k R]Fext ,
[

Ck

I ] ∆ ωk = − rk × Fk + k rk +1 ×[ k +k1 R] k +1Fk +1
k

k

k

+ [ 0k R]τ ext + k rI ×[ 0k R]Fext ,

(17)

where increments of the velocity of the ith mass
center and the angular velocity of the ith bone are
obtained by pre-multiplying the first-order KIC to the
velocity increments of the joints ∆φ
∆ i υCi = [ 0i R]T [GφCi ] ∆φ,

(18)

∆ i ωi = [ 0i R]T [Gφωi ] ∆φ,

where [GφCi ] and [Gφωi ] denote the first-order KIC
i

i

relating the velocity of mass center υCi and ωi of
the ith bone to the joint velocity vector φ,
respectively. Recalling the impulse model given in (5),
the velocity increments of joints of the serial-chain
module are expressed as
* −1 vI T
∆φ = [ I φφ
] [Gφ ] Fext

(19)

 [Gφυι ] 
 denotes the first-order KIC
and [Gφv I ] = 
[ G ωi ]
 i φ 
relating the 6×1 velocity vector at the contact point to
*
the joint velocity vector and [ I φφ
] denotes the

inertia matrix.
Substituting (18) into the left-hand sides of (14)
yields

(20)

= [Vi ]Fext .

(15)

+ i ri +1 × [ i +1i R] i +1Fi +1 ,

mk ∆ k υCk = − k F k + [ k +k1 R]

* −1 vI T
mi ∆ i υCi = [ 0i R]T [GφCi ][ I φφ
] [Gφ ] Fext

The equations from (14) to (20) can be aggregated
into a matrix form given by
[ D ]Fext = [ A]Fint + [ B ]Fext ,

(21)

where
Fint =

( 1F1T , 2F2T ,

N

FNT

)

T

and the block element

 0 
 [V1 ] 

 , [B ] = 
[ D ] = 





k
[VN ]
[ 0 R]
and
 − I3 [ 21R ]

 0
− I3

0
 0
[A] = 
0
 0

0
 0
 0
0


0

0

0

0

0

[ i −1i R ]

0

0

− I3

0

0

0

0

0



0 

0 
.
0 

[ N −N1R ]
− I3 
0

Finally, a closed-form relationship between the
internal impulse Fint and the external impulse Fext
is derived as
Fint = [ Sei ]Fext ,

(22)

where
[ Sei ] = [ A]−1 ([ D] − [ B ]) .

4. IMPULSE GEOMETRY AND MEASURE
4.1. Impulse ellipsoid for external and internal
impulse
Kim, et al. [12] proposed a normalized impulse
geometry for a serial structure. Consider Fig. 3 and let
n be the unit vector normal to the environment and
υI the velocity of the end-point of the serial structure.
The normalized impulse geometry in ℜm based on
nT υI is defined by
nT υI ≤ 1.

(23)

This implies that the norm of velocity along the
normal direction is confined to a unit magnitude. In
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nT υI = −1
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I

Fig. 3. Normalized task velocity.
other words, the velocity of the contact point of the
lower extremity is assumed to have unit magnitude in
all directions.
Then, (10) can be rewritten as
* −1 υI T
nT ([GφυI ][ I φφ
] [Gφ ] )n

(a) Walking motion
on the ground.

(b) Walking motion
on a treadmill.

Fig. 4. Normal walking motion on the ground and
and walking motion on a treadmill.

Fext
≤ 1. (n ∈ ℜm ). (24)
1+ e

This represents the range of an external impulse for
a given task velocity such as (23). The normalized
impact geometry of the external impulse is obtained
from (24) by calculating the maximum value of Fext
for each direction of n. The resulting ellipsoid is a
form of belted ellipsoid. Similar to external impulse,
the belted ellipsoid can be drawn for each joint by
using (22).
4.2. Internal impulse geometry and internal impulse
measure
Previous research treated only the impact geometry
for external impulse that is experienced in the
contacted position. In this paper, we suggest a new
impulse geometry as a means to evaluate the internal
impulse experienced at joints. The closed-form
relation between the external impulse and the internal
impulse given in (22) serves this purpose. Based on
(22), a new internal impulse measure that quantifies
the ability to withstand external impulse at joint is
defined by
wii = det{[ Sei ]T [ Sei ]} = σ 1σ 2

σn

(25)

where (σ 1 , σ 2 , σ n ) are the square roots of the
singular values implying values of [ Sei ]T [ Sei ]. The
characteristic of the internal impulse can be also
analyzed with respect to the internal impulse measure
proposed in (25). With this measure, the internal
impulses of the lower extremity for a given external
impulse can be evaluated.

5. SIMULATION STUDY
Now, we consider the human gait of Fig. 4. The
human-body model is a planar 7-linked structure that
mainly consists of the upper body and two legs. We

υ

I

υ

υ

I

B

Fig. 5. Human walking model on the ground and on a
treadmill.
assume that the surface contact model of the
supporting leg on the treadmill of Fig. 5 has one
revolute joint and one prismatic joint. Here, the
prismatic joint denotes the motion of the treadmill.
We compare the impulse transmission of normal
walking motion on the ground with the impulse
transmission on a treadmill (running machine).
Fig. 6 shows the normalized internal and external
impulse geometry for normal human gait motion on
the ground. The large belted ellipsoid denotes the
normalized external impulse Fext at the contact
position (i.e., heel of the front leg). The smaller
ellipsoids denote the normalized internal impulse
experienced at the joints. The area of the belted
ellipsoid of the internal impulse becomes smaller at
the proximal joint location. This is because a part of
the external impulse is absorbed as a momentum
change in the bones, which results in the reduction of
the internal impulse at the joints. Specifically, the
internal impulses of the supporting leg are smaller
than those of the front leg, because of being absorbed
by momentum change of the upper body. The amount
of impulse in all directions can be visualized by the
distance from the center of the ellipsoid to the
circumference of the belted ellipsoid. The size and the
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(b) Walking motion
on the treadmill.

Walking on the ground
Walking on the treadmill

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0
F6

F7

F8

Fext

(c) Impulses of front leg.
0.06

(
e
s
l
u
p
m
I

Walking on the ground
Walking on the treadmill

0.04

)
s
N

•

−0.15, 0)T m/s. However, in case of walking on the
treadmill, the heel velocity at the impact moment is
given as υ I = (0, − 0.15, 0)T m/s in the earth-fixed
reference coordinate since the velocity of the treadmill
is given as υ B = (−1.2, 0, 0)T m/s. Also, the
coefficient of restitution in each case is different,
because the surface on the ground and on a treadmill
is composed of different materials. To find the value
‘e’ of each case, we measure the initial height of a
falling object before impact and the maximum height
after impact. Actually, the impact case on a treadmill
is more inelastic than the case on the ground (i.e., eground=0.8 and e-treadmill=0.68). Therefore, we
apply greater coefficient of restitution of walking on
the ground than the case of walking on a treadmill.
In Fig. 7(a) and (b), the lengths of the arrows
denote the magnitude of the impulses on the foot and
at each joint location. It is shown from Fig. 7(c) and
(d) that both cases receive similar quantitative
impulses on the foot (external impulse). However, the
walking motion on a treadmill receives more internal
impulses at the joints of supporting leg.
There are three parameters that affect the
magnitude of the external impulse; the velocity

0.5

•

inertia parameters of the walking model are based on
the human body data given in book [16]. The subject
model is male, 1.81m tall and weighs 82kg.
In Fig. 7, the impulses experienced while the
normal walking and the walking motion on a treadmill
are compared. We assume that the heel of the front leg
initially contacts the ground. Based on data of humanbody motion [13], in the case of normal walking, the
velocity of the front foot is given as υ I = (1.2,

F8

0.6

)
s
N

Fig. 6. Normalized internal and external impulse
geometry of human walking motion on the
ground.

Fext
F2

F8

(a) Walking motion
on the ground.

(
e
s
l
u
p
m
I

(b) External impulse.

F7

F3

F 2 F1

(a) Internal impulse.

F4

F7

0.02

0.00
F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

(d) Impulses of supporting leg.
Fig. 7. Internal and external impulses of human
walking.
difference (υI − υB ), the norm of dynamics ([GφυI ]
∗ −1 υI T
∗
−1 υB T −1
[ I φφ
] [Gφ ] + [GφυB ][ I φφ
B ] [Gφ ] ) ,

and

the

coefficient of restitution (e). Only looking at the
magnitude of ‘e’, the external impulse on the ground
should be greater than that on the treadmill. However,
the norm of the dynamics becomes smaller in the case
of walking on the ground. This is an important point.
The kinematic model on the treadmill is different
because there is an additional prismatic joint between
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(a) Impulses on the supporting leg
(normal walking motion).

(b) Impulses on the front leg
(normal walking motion).
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(c) Impulses on the supporting leg
(walking motion on the treadmill).
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(d) Impulses on the front leg
(walking motion on the treadmill).

Fig. 8. External impulses and internal impulses.
the rear foot and the treadmill. Accordingly, this
additional joint takes on additional dynamics. Thus,
∗
] becomes greater. Resultantly, the
the norm of [ I φφ
norm

of

∗ −1 υI T
∗
−1
([GφυI ][ I φφ
] [Gφ ] + [GφυB ][ I φφ
B]

[GφυB ]T ) −1 becomes smaller as compared to that on

the treadmill.
This analysis tells us that exercise using a treadmill
may damage the knee and ankle joints of the
supporting leg more than the case of normal walking
on the ground. Thus, long-term exercise on a treadmill
at high speed is not recommended. This result is
coincident with the previous kinesiology research [14].
Fig. 8 shows the simulation results of normal
walking and walking motion on the treadmill for
several different speeds. Specifically, Fig. 8(a) and (c)

denote the impulses exerted on the supporting leg and
Fig. 8(b) and (d) denote the impulses exerted on the
front leg. According to the simulation results, the
faster the belt of the treadmill, the larger the external
impulse (Fext) experienced at the heel point of the
human front foot and internal impulses (F1~F8)
experienced at the joints. The highest block in Fig.
8(b) denotes the external impulse at the end of the hill
of the front leg. The amounts of external impulse are
about 0.59N ⋅ s and 0.35N ⋅ s for each speed case,
respectively.

6. IMPLEMENTATION
We developed a force platform to measure the
vertical and horizontal ground-reaction impulses. Fig.
9(a) shows the force platform that is composed of two
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of the cross-shaped cantilever. The vertical impulse is
calculated by the average impulse of the four stain
gages bonded to the cross-shaped cantilever, and the
horizontal impulse is calculated as the average value
of the two impulses measured in the horizontal
cantilever. The experimental proto-type appears in Fig.
9(c). For the walking experiment on a treadmill, the
treadmill is installed on a force platform. And for the
normal walking experiment, we remove the treadmill.

vertical
horizontal

See Fig. 8(b)
for details

① Top plate
② Support beam
③ Base plate

7. EXPERIMENTATION

④ Bottom plate
⑤ Support block
⑥ Cross beam

(a) Diagram of the force platform.
strain gage
(vertical)

strain gage
(horizontal)

(b) Distal end of cross-shape beam.

(c) Force platform.
Fig. 9. The force platform.
steel plates (1500 × 860 × 4mm) and a cantilever
module between the two steel plates. The cantilever
module consists of the four aluminum beams
connected to a cross-shaped cantilever.
A strain gauge is bonded to the surface of each
cantilever as shown in Fig. 9(b) and connected to the
external signal-conditioning module (Tokyo Sokki
DRA-101). The four strain gages for measuring the
vertical impulse are located at the distal ends of each
cantilever, and the two strain gages for measuring the
horizontal impulse are bonded to the horizontal beam

Fig. 10 shows the resultant impulse measured by
the force platform in case of the normal walking and
walking on the treadmill for several walking velocities,
respectively. The sampling time is 1ms. In the plot, the
part of sudden impulse, which is represented by
arrows, is the moment that the heel contacts the
ground. Due to the weight of the human walking on
the treadmill, the value of the external impulse is
being elevated by about 1N ⋅ s. Thus, subtracting
1N ⋅ s from the experimental data gives a real
external impulse value. Simulation results in the
previous section showed that the faster the velocity of
walking, the larger the impulse on the foot of front leg
(external impulse) was received. The same trend can
be observed in the experiment results. The maximum
magnitudes of the external impulses are about
0.541N ⋅ s and 0.381N ⋅ s, respectively. This
magnitude of the external impulse is almost identical
to the simulation result of Fig. 8. Therefore, the
experimental result shows that our proposed impulse
model is an effective tool to analyze the impact
phenomenon occurring on the treadmill.
Note that there is no direct way of measuring the
internal impulses experienced at joints experimentally.
However, since the internal impulse has a functional
relation with the external impulse as described in (22),
the internal impulse can be estimated by (22) as long
as the external impulse is measurable at experimentation.

8. CONCLUSIONS
Previous works related to analysis of human
walking motion are mostly based on experimental
methodology. This paper proposes an analytical
methodology. For this, an impulse modeling and
impulse measure for a human lower extremity model
are introduced for analysis of impulses experienced in
the human walking motion. Based on these analytic
tools developed in this study, it is shown that longterm exercise on treadmill tends to give more impulse
to the joints of the supporting leg. Also, we
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
analytical approach by performing experimentation.
For this, a force platform was developed and used to
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Fig. 10. Impulses measured by the force platform.
Table. 1. The size and inertia parameters of the
human model of Fig. 4. (height: 1.8m,
weight: 80kg)
Length (m) Mass (kg) Inertia (kg im 2 )
Upper body

0.521

56.252

0.1000

Thigh

0.443

8.201

0.0610

Calf

0.445

3.527

0.0510

Foot

0.2

1.146

0.0011

measure the external impulses during human walking.
The analytical tools and practices developed in this
work can be applied effectively to impulse analyses of
several sports actions, as well as robotic applications
that emphasize impact control. Specially, athletes
exert a greater impact on a playing object when
compared to daily, routine human-body motions.
Ongoing work is to develop a methodology that
maximizes the external impulse applied to the playing
objects and minimizes the internal impulses
experienced at human joints.
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